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Rheology of Blood by NMR
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Pipe flow of blood in tubes of 1 and 7 mm inner diameter, respec-
tively, was investigated employing two-dimensional NMR velocity
imaging and PFG propagator measurements at different Reynolds
numbers between 10 and 3500. The results are compared to flow of
a water/glycerol mixture of matching viscosity under identical con-
ditions. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow is observed
by both a flattening of the velocity profile and a change of the prop-
agator shape. For blood flow this transition is found to be shifted
toward higher Reynolds numbers as compared to the transition of
the water/glycerol mixture. This observation is in agreement with
predictions from hydraulic measurements and is a consequence of
the non-Newtonian flow characteristics of blood as a suspension of
erythrocytes and plasma. Likewise, a deviation from the laminar
flow condition is observed for blood at low Reynolds numbers be-
tween 10 and 100. This phenomenon is unknown for Newtonian
liquids and is explained by the onset of a geometrical arrangement
of the erythrocytes, the so-called rouleaux effect. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: blood; suspension; velocity imaging; turbulent flow;
propagator.
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INTRODUCTION

Blood is a complex heterogeneous suspension with small
lular particles finely distributed in blood plasma. Red blood c
(erythrocytes) comprise the majority of these particles. The
cific rheological behavior of blood can mainly be attributed
these erythrocytes. The hematocrit value, which measure
volume fraction of red blood cells, amounts to 40–50% and t
exceeds by far the solid volume fraction of any technically u
suspension with flowing behaviour. Many studies exist dea
with the behavior of blood flow in the human body (1–3), how-
ever, few and controversial results about the transition point f
laminar to turbulent flow and the turbulence behavior itself
blood have been presented (4–6). The particular interest in flow
properties of blood under very high and low shear rates wa
duced by the development ofminiaturized micro blood pum
where unphysiologically high flow velocities occur local
(7, 8). We have examined pipe flow as the simplest model c
of blood flow.

Under laminar conditions the Newtonian fluid mov
smoothly in concentric layers orlaminae. The shear stress i
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a linear function of the radial positionr in the pipe, resulting in
a parabolic velocity profilev(r):

v(r ) = 1p · r 2
0

4 · η · l ·
(

1− r 2

r 2
0

)
= vmax ·

(
1− r 2

r 2
0

)
. [1]

Hereη is the dynamic viscosity,1p is the pressure drop along th
flow direction within a pipe length ofl, andr0 is the radius of the
pipe. This relationship leads to the following proportionaliti
of the volume flow ratėV , which is called the Hagen–Poiseuil
law:

V̇ = π · r
4
0 ·1p

8 · η · l . [2]

Laminar flow is present at low velocities. Turbulent flow wi
much more complex behavior occurs, starting from a charac
istic value for high flow rates, called the critical Reynolds (Re)
numberRec. This transition is governed by a combination of t
fluid densityρ, dynamic viscosityη, the average flow velocity
v̄, and the tube diameterd and their dimensionless combinatio
is known as the Reynolds number, expressed mathemati
as

Re= ρ · v̄ · d
η

. [3]

The Reynolds number can be understood as the ratio of i
tial force and viscous force and characterizes the friction ef
(9).

Turbulent flow is characterized by an unsteady and irregu
eddying motion, which is superimposed on the mean flow.
a fixed point in a turbulent flow, the velocities fluctuate rapid
about their mean values. These fluctuations appear rando
space and time and can only be described in statistical te
(10). A strongly flattened velocity profile, also called the blo
profile, is the characteristic of the turbulent flow. The turbule
velocity profilev(r) cannot be treated analytically. One com
monly used approximation leads to the so-called 1/7-law, based
7 1090-7807/01 $35.00
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on the theory of Blasius and Prandtl (Eq. [4]) (9):

v(r ) = vmax ·
(

1− r

r0

)1/7

. [4]

This model describes the central portion of the flattened pr
sufficiently well but not the transition toward laminar behav
observed near the wall. The flattening results from the tend
of the transverse velocity components to level out the velo
profile uniformly along the cross section.

The critical Reynolds number for Newtonian fluids in h
draulically smooth pipes isRec= 2300, independent of the fluid
where a pipe is called hydraulically smooth if the wall roug
ness does not extend beyond the region of laminar flow11,
12). Hydraulic measurements confirm the different rheolog
behavior of blood from that of a Newtonian fluid. Blood doc
ments a slightly reduced drag coefficientλ for turbulent blood
flow relative to a water/glycerol mixture with comparable v
cosity which represents the case of a Newtonian fluid (13). λ is
given by the following relationship, which can be derived fro
Eq. [2] and comprises the friction effect in a pipe:

1p = λ · l

d
· p

2
v̄2. [5]

Additionally a higherRec for blood of about 3000 compared
the value 2300 for the water/glycerol mixture was found (13).
Here, the direct visualization of the flow profile by systema
variation ofReallows the comparison with existing fluid dy
namic models and allows one to study the rheological beha
in detail.

NMR flow imaging was applied to blood flow, as the on
method being able to visualize the flow pattern of such nontr
parent fluids in a direct and noninvasive way. In the present w
one method for flow characterization was to measure the
locity profile using a spin-echo-based pulse sequence, con
ing flow-compensated slice selection in the axial directionz),
flow-compensated frequency encoding of the radial positionx),
and the phase encoding of velocity in the main flow directionz)
using bipolar gradients (14–16) (Fig. 1a). The other method de
termines the statistical velocity distribution in the main flo
direction, using pulsed field gradient (PFG) techniques w
flow-compensated slice selection (17). This statistical velocity
distribution represents the probability density of the avera
velocity over a defined observation time and corresponds to
displacement propagator so long as coherent and stationary
conditions are given (18, 19) (Fig. 1b). Some basic experiment
results are shown to understand these experiments in princip
order to obtain the velocity profile, the NMR signal is measu
in thek- versusqv-space and subsequently Fourier transform

The variablesk andqv are, respectively, the Fourier conjuga
variables to the position and the averaged velocity:
T AL.
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FIG. 1. (a) Spin-echo-based pulse sequence for measuring a velocity pr
This includes the velocity-compensated frequency encoding in thex (orthogonal
to the pipe axis) direction, velocity-compensated slice selection, and bip
phase encoding of the velocity in thez (parallel to the pipe axis) direction
This velocity compensation is fulfilled by calculating the appropriate grad
amplitudes and timing in between, so that the zeroth moment and the first mo
of the gradient modulation funtion (14, 15) are both zero. The negative an
positive gradients do not have the same amplitude. (b) PGSE (pulsed gra
spin echo) sequence with slice selection for measuring the velocity distribu

k = −(2π )−1 · γ ·
t∫

0

G(t ′) dt′,

qv = −(2π )−1 · γ ·
t∫

0

G(t ′)t ′ dt. [6]

A perfectly laminar flow results in a parabolic velocity profi
and a uniformly distributed velocity distribution of box sha
(Fig. 2a). However, turbulent flow results in a flattened veloc
profile, also called a block profile. A detailed pipe flow study
water by NMR imaging over a wide range ofRefrom 1200 to
9400 has already been reported in the literature (20) and demon-
strated that NMR imaging is able to measure such kind of fl
tetened profiles of turbulent flow (17, 20). The velocity distribu-
tion gets a characteristic shape, possessing a pronounced peak
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FIG. 2. The velocity profile and velocity distribution for (a) laminar pipe flow and (b) turbulent pipe flow, respectively. The experimental NMR data agree
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bulent flow (13). The velocity range was incremented from 0.05
to 1.75 m/s, corresponding to Reynolds numbers from 100 to
with the well-known behavior in pipe flow of Newtonian fluid.

at high velocities which means a larger fraction of spins m
ing at similar and large frontal velocity values, with only tho
water molecules in the vicinity of the tube wall having sm
velocities (19) (Fig. 2b). Thus, a distinction between lamin
and turbulent flow can be made by investigating the shape o
velocity profile as well as the velocity distribution. Comparin
these two types of representation, the velocity profile is easie
understand, because it gives a direct picture correlating pos
and velocity information. The shape of the statistical veloc
distribution is an indirect image, but is more sensitive to the
homogeneity in the flow behavior itself, like existing transve
components or pulsation, which changes its shape. While
deviation of the velocity profile from a parabola is difficult t
quantify, a perfect box shape can be distinguished well fro
distorted box.

A water/glycerol mixture and blood flowing through pipes
7 and 1 mm inner diameter forRenumbers of 10 to 3500 were
investigated as detailed before. The general flow behavior
Newtonian fluid and the non-Newtonian fluid is compared fo
wide range of flow velocities, and the transition from laminar
turbulent flow and the turbulent characteristics are the poin
interest in this work.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were performed on a horizontal 7-T, 200-m

bore magnet equipped with a Bruker DMX-300 spectrome
In a mock loop, either a water/glycerol mixture, temperatu
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controlled at 20◦C, or fresh porcine blood1 at 37◦C was flowing
in a Perspex pipe of 7 mm inner diameter. The water/glyc
was mixed with a volume fraction ratio of 40/100 resulting
a dynamic viscosity of 3.6 mPas, which matches the visco
of blood. Porcine blood was used with a hematocrit value
45% corresponding to physiological levels. To ensure a full
larization of all spins in the moving fluid between entering t
magnetic fieldB0 and reaching the resonator, the longitudinal
laxation time had to be reduced sufficiently. The water/glyce
mixture was doped with CuSO4 to reduceT1 to about 200 ms.
For porcine blood, Magnevist (Schering, Berlin), a Gd-compl
based doping reagent commonly used in medical imaging a
cations, was added in a volume concentration of 0.05% in o
to reduce the relaxation time, resulting in a similarT1 value for
the plasma and the erythrocytes of about 180 and 230 ms, re
tively. Accordingly, the repetition time for all experiments w
chosen to 500 ms, so that both components are relaxed afte
recycling delay with a difference of less than 5%. The Pers
pipe was hydraulically smooth. The pipe length from the inle
the point for measurements was chosen long enough to esta
a stationary flow, and a disturbance in the form of a cross s
of 1 mm diameter was put in the inlet of the pipe in order
ensure defined conditions for the transition from laminar to
ter.
re

1 Fresh porcine blood was treated with the anticoagulation additive heparin
and the antibiotic refobacin.
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FIG. 3. The velocity profile of a water/glycerol mixture (a) and porcine blood (b) flowing in a pipe of 7 mm inner diameter atRe= 500. A perfect parabolic
t
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profile is presented in (a) as expected, whereas (b) shows deviation from i

3500. Under the same conditions, additional experiments w
performed in a pipe with 1 mm inner diameter by varying flo
velocities in the range of 1.7 to 0.03 m/s, which correspond
the Reynolds numbers between 500 and 10. A centrifugal bl
pump, BP80 (Biomedicus, Texas), was used which allows bl
pumping for up to 12 h with minimum blood damage and wor
pulsation free. The flow rate was measured with an ultraso
flowmeter which was calibrated before the measurements e
for the water/glycerol mixture or for blood.

The velocity profiles were obtained using a conventional fl
imaging spin-echo sequence as described above (Fig. 1a)
echo times between 4 and 7 ms and a slice thickness of 1.0
Because a wide range of velocity windows had to be covere
the measurements depending on the flow rates, it was indisp
able to vary also the each time, not only the gradient amplitu
Acquiring one image took about 20 min, employing a repetit
time of 500 ms and 8 averages. The velocity distribution w
measured using a slice-selective PGSE sequence (Fig. 1b)
identical parameters. The flow encoding gradient was orien
parallel to the axial direction of the pipe which is defined
the z axis and the position encoding gradient was set perp
dicular to it in the radialx direction. The flow encoding gradi
ents were varied in 65 steps between−Gmax and+Gmax, where
Gmaxrepresents the maximum gradient strength in thezdirection
(Fig. 1b). The spatial resolution obtained was 78µm/pixel for
the 7-mm pipe and 23µm/pixel for the 1-mm pipe.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The velocity profiles of the water/glycerol mixture and bloo
respectively, at a Reynolds number of 500 are presente
Fig. 3 as contour plots, connecting points with equal intensit
Remarkable are the perfectly arranged contour lines as fo
for the water/glycerol mixture compared to those of the blo
profile. The shape of the profile of the blood velocity is s
parabolic, but already at this low Reynolds number the de

ation of the arrangements of the contour lines from the ide
case is clear, which indicates disturbances and transverse c
caused by the disturbing effect of the erythrocytes in blood.
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ponents of motion. Also apparent is the outer shape of the bl
velocity profile, which is slightly flattened. This flattening e
fect was already observed for a transparent polymer solution
non-Newtonian behavior, employing Laser-Doppler velocim
try (21). The flattening of a profile can better be recognized
fitting the profile with a proper model function. The profile o
the water/glycerol mixture is perfectly described by a parabo
function (Eq. [1]). On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4 t
blood profile differs slightly from a parabola.

We consider some rheological models with simple stress-ra
of-strain relations to model the measured blood flow behav
The relationship between stressτ and rate of strainD is linear for
a Newtonian fluid. So called power-law fluids show an empiric
relationship betweenτ andD of the form

τ = η · Ds, where s= 1 for a Newtonian fluid. [7]

Bingham plastics possess the property that the frict
between the sliding surface in the coupling makes extens
impossible unless the force is greater than some frictional for
If the rate of extension beyond this value is proportional to t
applied stress, the material is called an ideal Bingham pla

FIG. 4. Fit of a parabolic function (Hagen–Poiseuille, dotted line) and

al
om-
Casson’s model (solid line) to the velocity profile determined experimentally
for porcine blood flowing in a pipe of 7 mm inner diameter atRe= 500.
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and obeys the relationship

τ = τy + η · D, [8]

whereτy is called the yield stress. Finally, the Casson model2)
is an empirical modification of the law for a nonideal Bingha
plastic (Eq. [8]), given by

√
τ = √τy+ η ·

√
D. [9]

Investigators have found that of the models discussed ab
the two most successful ones are the power-law equa
(Eq. [7]) and Casson’s equation (Eq. [9]). Because evide
whole blood exhibits a yield stress, blood flow is best descri
as a Bingham plastic following the Casson equation. The c
stantsτy andη were empirically determined by Whitmore t
τy= 0.109 andη= 0.166 (22):

√
τ = 0.33+ 0.166·

√
D. [10]
.

to migrate toward the center of the pipe. As a consequence,
the
The mathematical expression for the velocity profile resulting

FIG. 5. The velocity profile of a water/glycerol mixture (a, b) and porcine blood (c, d) flowing in a pipe of 7 mm inner diameter atRebetween 2000 and 3200
The transition from a more or less parabolic velocity profile (a) to a turbulent profile atRec= 2300 (b) can be seen. The criticalRenumberRec of blood is shifted

the concentration of the cellular particles is higher toward
toward a higherRenumber of about 3200 (d). The velocity profile of blood sh
profile which can be attributed to the suspension character of blood.
LOOD BY NMR 91
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from Casson’s model is

v(r ) = 1p

4lη2

(
r 2

0 − r 2
)

− 4

3η2

(
τy ·1p

2l

)1/2 (
r 3/2

0 − r 3/2
)+ τy

η2
(r0− r ), [11]

where1p is the pressure difference along the length of the tu
l (22).

In Fig. 4 the blood profile was fitted with the parabolic fun
tion for Newtonian fluids (Eq. [1]) and with the profile following
the Casson model of Whitmore (Eq. [11]). The blood veloc
profile is described with good accuracy by this equation, wh
confirms on the one hand the Bingham character of blood p
sessing a yield stress, and on the other hand that blood doe
behave like an idealized Bingham plastic but rather shows m
complex behavior. One explanation why a fluid with particl
does “not behave perfectly laminar” is the so-called Magn
effect (23). Because the shear stress is a function of the pipe
dius, having its minimum in the center of the pipe and increas
linearly to the wall, particles in the current have the tenden
ows neither atRe< Rec (c) a perfect parabola nor atRe> Rec (d) a perfect block
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center of the pipe and therefore a stronger deviation from l
inar behavior is expected here than in the vicinity of the w
This effect is well shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 4. The contour lin
of the blood velocity profiles are more disturbed in the cen
already at low Reynolds number of about 500. Another eff
due to the particle migration caused by the Magnus effect, is
maining liquid film at the pipe wall. This is similar to the lamin
interfacial layer at the wall, which is always present in turbul
pipe flow. As shown in Fig. 3b, Fig. 5c, and Fig. 5d, the ima
intensity near the wall is much higher. This can be attribute
the fact that the fluid film at the pipe wall shows laminar behav
because the disturbing effect of the particles is missing, an
the NMR signal can be completely refocused. With increas
Reynolds number, the water/glycerol mixture possesses a tr
tion from a laminar parabolic profile (Fig. 5a) to a flattened blo
profile (Fig. 5b) for turbulent flow at a Reynolds number appro
imately around 2300. This is in coincidence with values repo
in (11). The somewhat disturbed but still parabolic blood p
file keeps its shape above theRec= 2300 of the water/glycero
mixture and only at a Reynolds number of around 3200 a cle
flattened profile is measured. Still the shape of the profile is
as much flattened compared to that of the Newtonian fluid.
the effects of blood flow listed above agree with the theory t
blood has always a disturbing and a damping character in its

FIG. 6. The velocity profile of water atRe= 100 (a) andRe= 50 (b) flowing
in a pipe of 1 mm diameter. The shape differs not very much from tha
Fig. 3a and Fig. 4a atRe= 500 andRe= 2000, respectively, except for the lowe

signal-to-noise ratio.
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FIG. 7. The velocity profile of porcine blood atRe= 100 (a),Re= 50 (b),
andRe= 10 (c) flowing in a pipe of 1 mm inner diameter. The profile atRe= 100
andRe= 50 is slightly flattened as already observed for all the blood profil
whereas atRe= 10 a particularly strongly flattening is found. Even though th
outer shape of this profile looks very much like that of a turbulent block profi
this feature can be explained with the rouleaux effect. The erythrocytes
supposed to stack to each other in parallel alignment in the shape of a pile
creep along the pipe, which results in an equalized front velocity over a br
cross section of the pipe.

behavior, caused mainly by the fraction of the erythrocytes (5).
The disturbing influence of the erythrocytes can be explain
by the Magnus effect, resulting from the suspension chara
of blood, and the damping character can be attributed to the
that erythrocytes are deformable and have viscoelastic cha
teristics. On the one hand, disturbances can be observed alr
at low Reynolds numbers around 500, while on the other ha
the parabolic shape is maintained for Reynolds numbers u

3000. Due to the higher damping factor of blood, the transition
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FIG. 8. Velocity distribution for a water/glycerol mixture (a) and porcine blood (b) flowing in a pipe of 7 mm inner diameter atRebetween 500 and 3200. (a
The transition from a uniform distribution to a distribution with a higher intensity for the high velocity range is clearly visible. (b) The transition from laminar to
turbulent flow cannot be definitely assigned. The profile atRe= 500 is more similar to a laminar velocity distribution but possesses an intensity peak, charact
disturbances, whereas the profile atRe= 3200 rather resembles that of turbulent flow. The change from laminar to turbulent is a smooth transition differe
ays existing disturbing and damping component in blood flow due to the presence of
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that found for a Newtonian fluid. This feature very well represents the alw
erythrocytes.

from laminar to turbulent flow is initiated at higher flow rat
than for a Newtonian fluid.

Another series of experiments was performed in order2 to
observe blood flow at very low Reynolds numbers in a p
of 1 mm diameter. Figures. 6 and 7 show the velocity profi
of blood compared to that of the water/glycerol mixture
Reynolds numbers of 100 and 50 and for blood flow also
Re number of 10. The velocity profiles of the water/glyce
mixture in a 1-mm tube at a Reynolds numbers of 100 and
in Fig. 6 do not differ very much from the velocity profile
Re= 500 in Fig. 3a or atRe= 2000 in Fig. 5a except for th
lower signal-to-noise ratio as a consequence of the sm
probe volume. The behavior of blood flowing in a 1-mm tu
at Re= 100 (Fig. 7) is similar to that ofRe= 500 in a 7-mm
pipe (Fig. 3b). The profile is of roughly parabolic shape bu
clearly flattened compared to that of the water/glycerol mixtu
By decreasing the Reynolds number, the flattening beco
more pronounced. The profile atRe= 10 appears similar to
the turbulent block profile of blood atRe= 3200. This unusua
behavior is based on the so-called rouleaux effect, fo
in very narrow blood vessels and under pathophysiolog
conditions.2 According to theories (24, 25), for very low shear
rates erythrocytes have a tendency to aggregate and form
similar to coins arranging themselves to cash rolls, and m
as a coherent structure. Therefore the blood flow beha
exhibits the block profile known from turbulent flow becau

the flowing particles are correlated in the form of a pile and t
propagating velocity is almost equalized over the cross secti

2 The rouleaux effect is often found with paraproteinaemia, caused by
pathological proliferation of a clone of immunoglobulin producing atypical lym
phocytes.
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An alternative approach for investigating the flow behavio
to measure the velocity distribution. In Fig. 8a the velocity d
tribution of the water/glycerol mixture is shown. One can clea
see how the more or less uniform distribution atRe= 500 sud-
denly turns to a completely different shape atRe= 2300 which
features a very high intensity for the fastest particles resultin
an intensity peak on the right-hand side. The velocity profile
Re= 500 in Fig. 3a looks perfectly parabolic, but the propa
tor has a nonperfect box shape in Fig. 8a. This demonstrate
higher sensitivity of the velocity propagator to deviations fro
ideal laminar flow than the velocity profile. If the pipe is ho
zontally balanced and a pulsation-free pump is used, a pe
box can be measured as demonstrated in Fig. 2. In our ca
slight deviation from the idealized condition is present, wh
can only be observed in the velocity distribution presentat
The velocity distribution of blood in Fig. 8b also shows the d
velopment to a more pronounced pattern for turbulent flow
Re= 3200. A remarkable fact in Fig. 8b is that at all Reyno
numbers from 500 to 3200 an intensity peak on the right-h
side of the profile can be observed. This can be interprete
the same way as the always existing flattening of the velo
profile of blood caused by the disturbing characteristics of
erythrocytes induced by the Magnus effect. Flattening of
profile means that fluid particles in the broad flowing front te
to have equally high velocities, resulting in an intensity pe
at the high velocity region of the distribution. The flattening
the velocity profile can only be discussed if various model fu
tions are compared to the experimental velocity profile, bu
intensity peak of a velocity distribution can be clearly obser
without comparison to models. This is one of the advantage

-this velocity-distribution presentation although not giving direct
velocity information correlated to the position.
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CONCLUSIONS

In a pipe flow study, the particular flow characteristics of blo
were shown for a wide range of flow velocities and Reyno
numbers. We conclude that blood exhibits a higher flow insta
ity already at low Reynolds numbers but also a higher damp
capacity for turbulent excitations. These effects can very lik
be attributed to the high concentration (40–50%) of eryth
cytes in the suspension. Erythrocytes as particles flowing wi
the plasma always have a disturbing character to flow. The
gration of the erythrocytes toward the center of the pipe d
to the Magnus effect was observed in blood flow, confirm
the suspension character of blood. On the basis of erythroc
being ductile and elastic, they are responsible for the damp
of the blood flow at high Reynolds numbers. This is the e
planation why the critical Reynolds numberRec of blood was
observed at higher values of about 3000, compared to theRec

of the water/glycerol mixture as a Newtonian fluid. This is
agreement with hydraulic measurements reported in the lit
ture (13). One peculiarity observed for blood flow is the flatte
ing of the velocity profile, similar to the behavior in turbule
flow, also at very low Reynolds numbers of about 10. This c
be explained by the so-called rouleaux effect, where the
throcytes are stacked in parallel alignment in the shape of a
and joined together creep along the pipe. This behavior resu
plug flow with an almost homogeneous front velocity. These fi
NMR imaging investigations of blood flow given some detail
insight to the special rheological behavior of blood. Althou
the observations are obtained for the simplest geometry u
nonpulsatile, thus unphysiological, conditions, the basic und
standing of simple blood flow is fundamental to biomechani
applications, and may further be useful for physiological inv
tigations of blood flow, typically the study of vessels with art
riosclerosis.
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